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FOXBORO HOSTS NEW ENGLAND SIRE STAKES
Farbro Mike (American Shadow-Coalmont G) paced the second fastest mile in the half and coasted to victory in 2:00.3. Coral Star was second and K.M. Vegas was 
eight year history of the New England Sire Stakes at Foxboro Raceway recently, third. In the winners circle, Rick Miller N.E.S.S. Director and A1 Thomas, Mgr. of 
Driven by veteran teamster Bruce Ranger, the bay colt took the lead just past the Foxboro congratulate the Farrars.
The New England sires stakes 
tour wrapped up its two week 
Foxboro stand in grand fashion with 
a two year old pacing record being 
established and the second fastest.in 
the three year old division.
Opening the action packed week 
on Tuesday, August 24, were the 
freshm an trotters and pacers in 
their final tune up before the series 
closer at Rochester Fair in Sep­
tem ber. The young trotters once 
again found themselves chasing the 
Blitzen, filly, Cleggan, and Veteran 
team ster Eddie Gilman. Leaving
* ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
from the outside five hole the brown 
youngster had little trouble moving 
to the front past the half and 
coasting on to win for ow ner4rainer 
J.R . Colby of Newburyport, Mass.
Records are made to be broken 
and so it was as nine freshm an 
pacers were spotlighted in the 
second New England event on 
Tuesdays card. Lightly regarded in 
th e  b e t t i n g  p o o ls  R u s s e l l  
H arrington’s Spike’s Prince proved 
to be more than ready for the field of 
nine as the wings folded. The Bay 
Royal Prince colt guided by the able 
hands of Paul Battis was content to
sit in the middle of the pack before 
swinging around the field just past 
the three quarters and charging 
home stopping the tim er at 2 :02.2 
cutting a full two seconds from the 
New England sires series record.
The three year olds returned to the 
five eights oval on Thursday August 
26, and for the second week the Tom 
M cNam ara trained and driven 
Dutch Lady Mac was much the best 
in the five horse trotting field. The 
Bay Daughter of Dutchman easily 
wired the field scoring her thirteenth 
victory of the season for White 
River, Vt. owner Paul Wood. 
^ * * * * . * * * * # * * * * * * *
Farbro  Mike, the outstanding son 
of American Shadow and team ster 
Bruce Ranger bothered last week 
leaving from the second tier decided 
to take m atters into their own hands 
as eleven New England sired three 
year old pacers left the gate. The 
F a rra r  Brothers colt kept out of 
trouble as Skreen cut the first 
quarter in .29 and Coral Star carried 
the field by the half in .59 flat. Then 
it was all Farbro Mike as he wheeled 
by the leaders and never looking 
notched his eighth of the season in 
2:00.3 the second fastest in the New 
England sires history.
ROCKINGHAM TO REOPEN
An agreem ent in principle has 
been reached between the New 
Hampshire Jockey Club, owners and 
operators of Rockingham, and a 
Hinsdale Raceway group headed by 
Joe Sullivan 3rd, calling for pur­
chase of the track by Sullivan’s 
group and Gilbert Campbell, a 
T y n g s b o r o ,  M a s s a c h u s e t t s ,  
developer, for $12.5 million.
Sullivan’s group plans to rebuild 
the destroyed grandstand, refurbish 
the clubhouse, build a hotel and 
convention center, and construct 
commercial and industrial projects
on 110 acres of the 260-acre site that 
is included in the proposed pur­
chase. Approval of the New Ham p­
shire Jockey Club’s stockholders 
will be needed to finalize the sale, 
but both Ken Graf, president of the 
Jockey Club, and Ray Poirier, 
general m anager, feel that involves 
no problem and are optimistic that 
the sale will be consummated before 
the end of the year.
Sullivan, son of Joe Sullivan of 
H in s d a le  R a c e w a y  and  th e  
Sullivan Brothers Printing firm of 
Methuen, Mass., which prints a 
n u m b er of p a st p e rfo rm an ce
Bid Accepted From Sullivan’s Of
program s in the harness industry, 
plans to finance the purchase thru 
sale of $25 million in bonds which 
have been authorized by the state 
and its industrial developm ent 
authority. The Sullivan fam ily 
presently holds 3 to 4 per cent of the 
approximate 98,000 shares of New 
H am pshire Jockey Club stock 
outstanding.
P u rch ase  and rebu ild ing  of 
Rockingham became feasible after 
the state legislature voted a pari­
mutuel tax break at its last session 
which will reduce the state’s take by 
some $3 million a year in the im-
Hinsdale! H.T.A.
m ediate future, and four groups, 
including the successful Hinsdale 
b idders, expressed in te re st in 
Rockingham after that develop­
ment.
Still to be determined is a racing 
schedule which will avoid direct 
conflict with Suffolk Downs in 
M assachusetts, which extended its 
season to year-round racing after 
R ockingham  burned. A lthough 
specific dates have not been an­
nounced, it is understood the Hin­
sdale group hopes to race thorough­
breds and harness horses at 
Rockingham.
M.S.B.O.A. MEETING & PICNIC CHINBRO FARM
M.S.B.O.A. members and their families enjoy a chicken barbeque after the Mark Cianchette and George Goodblood vie for the lead as they head for the wire 
summer meetmg. in the “Amateur Stakes.”
Tim and Bonnie rev up the "starting gate” for the Amateur Harness racing as Ken 
Starrett, of Atlantic Post Calls readies himself for a fast trip in the rumble seat.
A llif a pry*-! t tfj v \ i /^iri Armbro Value (George Goodblood)A M A lL U K  K A L L  Chinbro Streak (Mark Cianchette)
Downeast Harness News
August has been a great month of 
racing. The Northern Maine F air in 
Presque Isle presented an excellent 
program  of racing for Northern 
Maine harness fans. Alvin “ Red” 
Brewer had the track in top con­
dition resulting in several new 
lifetime marks and a new track 
record. Director of racing, Bob 
Irving, invited six of the finest 
pacers to go behind the gate this 
year for the Scarlet Skipper In­
vitational. Paul Daeres of Saint John 
was the winning owner of a free 
breeding to Scarlet Skipper, donated 
o y  Dana Irving of Pennsylvania, as 
lis  free-fo r-a ll s ta r  Colombo 
=>eelster prevailed over Cheviot, The 
m dover Story, Big Hugh, Fortune 
lessie and Peregrine N. in 2:00.2. 
Colombo Seelster with Willard “ The 
Vhiz” Carr doing the teaming was 
roming off a second place finish the 
veek before in the Gold Cup and 
Jaucer at Charlottetown, Prince 
Sdward Island. According to Bob 
rving the cooperation that existed 
>etween Maine and M aritim e
horsem en made the excellen t 
program  possible.
At Woodstock Peregrine N., a 
Down Under import for Milton 
Downey of Saint John, won the Earle 
Avery Memorial in 2:02.3 on the 
final card of racing during Old Home 
Week. Several new track records 
were set including a new 3 year old 
filly m ark by Nate and B arbara 
Churchill’s (Presque Isle) Armbro 
Aster winning the Clayton Killiam 
Memorial in 2:05.4. Woodstock 
D riving Club P resid en t Doug 
Thompson was pleased with the 
m eet and looks for even better 
racing next year with the possible 
addition of a leg of the Atlantic Sire 
Stakes. The Maritime-bred colts 
have generated a lot of interest and 
excitement in Maritime racing, so 
much so that they have become a 
m ajo r draw ing card  for the 
M aritime tracks. .
The M aine bred  colts a re  
generating some excitement as their 
own as evidenced by Luck’s Lazy 
Lady’s 2:02.4 mile at Skowhegan 
State Fair on August 20 with new
’ V—  \  *  )  .  I  < < . t  % f  S \  f  V 4  A  J?
In the “Winner’s circle” Armbro Value poses with the Goodblood family after a 
winning trip in 2:09.1 over the Chinbro Farm training trasck.
Dr. Matthews (Peter Hanley) Maeanna (Bud Cianchette)
Hockomock Rebel (Scott Penly) 32.1-1:03.4 1:36.4-2:09.1.
By CLARK THOMPSON
driver Robert Sumner. Owner Peter 
Hankey explained that regular 
driver Bernard “ Chickie” Charlton 
(Halifax, N.S.) had to be replaced 
after he encountered some im­
migration problems which may 
result in his returning to Canada. It 
could be that we will see our first two 
minute mile by a Maine bred per­
form er in the not so distant future.
Another stakes filly generating 
some excitement for a young local 
couple is Raw Satin. This Latham 
two-year old strung several sires 
stakes victories together for Doug 
and Debbie Schmidt (East Holden) 
during the Bangor, Skowhegan and 
Presque Isle fairs. The W arren 
Strout stable looks after this nice 
filly.
As usual, the Cianchette Stables in 
Pittsfield did a fine job in hosting the 
sum m er meeting and picnic of the 
MSBOA. Guest speaker Ken S tarratt 
at Truro, Nova Scotia, spoke on the 
formation of the Rothman Sires 
Stakes for .ritime bred colts and 
fillies. T1 program is expected to
raise the value of eligible M aritime 
yearlings as well as a ttract some 
new faces to the sport. We will watch 
its progress with interest. Ken 
witnessed some exciting racing this 
month also as successive weeks 
found him at the Meadowlands for 
Grand Circuit Week, at Carlot- 
tetown for Old Home Week at 
Fredericton for the Walter Dale 
Memorial and at Presque Isle for the 
Scarlet Skipper Invitational. In his 
spare time, Ken writes a column for 
the weekly harness journal Atlantic 
Post Calls which is appropriately 
entitled “ Horsin’ Around.”
The ESPN cable television net­
work did an outstanding job 
covering Hambletonian Day at the 
Meadowlands with live coverage of 
all races from the seventh race on. 
I t ’s hard to believe that Genghis 
Khan’s 1:53 mile that day has 
already been lowered on two oc­
casions and we still have a few days 
of August left. If you enjoyed wat­
ching the show drop a line to Sharon 
Smith at E.S.P.N. Plaza, Bristol, 
Conn. 06010.
CEAD MILE
This Year We Can’t Help It!
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ILTE FARM Doesn’t U sually Boast But....
Our Stallions Have Sired:
1. The best two-year-old Maine Stakes Colt -  Unstable Sean p. 2, 2:07.1. 13 starts (9-1-3) over $9,000 (Nevele Pilot -  Amy Lobeil)
2. The most consistent two-year-old Maine Stakes Filly — Raw Satin p. 2, 2:08.2. (Latham — Vermont Adios) formerly Gaelic Maine Time
— over $6,000.
3. The highest average money winning colt, Race Me Fritz p. 3, 2:06.1h -  over $6,000. (Latham -  Fat Rosie) formerly Gaelic Fritz.
LATHAM and NEVELE PILOT are No. 1 and No. 3 “money-earned” sires in Maine in 1982.
It is no accident that these sires stand at CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM where we believe that a strong maternal
line is the key to producing stake winners!
It is no accident that these outstanding two and three year old sire stake winners were purchased from
the CEAD MILE FAILTE FARM yearling consignment!
If you want the Big Winner in 1983, buy a CEAD MILE FAILTE yearling at the New England Bloodstock Sale
at Scarborough Downs Sept. 11th 11:30 a.m.
This is the smallest, but most powerful consignment yet to be offered by Cead Mile Failte Farm. AH 
yearlings are from 100 percent producing dams. A 1982 Cead Mile Failte Farm yearling is the closest 
thing to a guaranteed race horse that a buyer can get.
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER (Race Time — Ricci Reenie)
Cead Mile Failte Farm takes great pleasure in offering this first crop of yearlings 
by our Race Time stallion, Ricci Bold Payster p. 2:02h $65,000. Ricci was not only 
a tough race horse himself, but has a maternal line that has undisputable strength.
He is a full brother to Ricci Reenie Time p.2,1:56 $300,000. and Buggy Ride p .l:57 
'' who has been bred to Niatross.
GAELIC TERRORIST bay colt Dam: Topless by Henry T. Adios
This handsome colt has a touch of class that already marks him as a racehorse.
He is by the 100 percent producing Henry T. Adios mare, Topless. He is half 
brother to Super Mike p. 2:01.2, Gaelic Temtress p. 2:01, Tony Napoleon p. 2:04.3,
Apple Dumplmg p. 2:07.4 and Gaelic Torry p. 2:08. Take a close look at this colt!
GAELIC VICTORIA bay filly Dam: Vermont Adios by Meadow A1
This filly is from a 100 percent producing mare and is a half sister to four race 
horses, including: Raw Satin p.2 2:09.2, Gaelic Traveler, placed in two year old 
Maine Stakes in ’81, plus three others in 2:05. She is from the top producing Miss 
Vermont family.
One by LATHAM (Tar Heel — Lovely Chief)
LATHAM’S LAST Chestnut filly Dam: Katy Valentine by Adios Forever
This big rugged filly is an eye-catcher. She is the result of an Adios on a Tar Heel 
cross. Her dam has produced five race horses from five foals older than two.
Latham has produced such outstanding Stakes winning two year olds as: Race Me 
Fritz, Gaelic Majesty, Sandy’s Birthday, Gaelic Best Bet, Raw Satin etc.
M arilyn and Paul Branagan Tel. 207-946-5628
R.F.D. No. 2, Box 850 Greene, ME. 04236
GAELIC SHAMAN Brown colt Dam: Steam Heat by Adios Harry
This colt is from the consistent dam Steam Heat who has produced eleven race 
horses from eleven foals including: J.D.’s Steam p. 2:01, J.D.’s Bob p. 2:04, J.D.’s 
Rajah p.2.05 etc. With this kind of background this colt should be a factor in next 
years Stakes.
UNSTABLE RICKY bay colt Dam: Amy Lobeil by Bengazi Hanover 
This rugged colt is a half brother to the leading Maine Sires Stake two-year-old 
pacing colt, Unstabel Sean p. 2, 2:07.2 already the winner of over $9,000.
One by NEVELE PILOT (Henry T. Adios-Maxine’s Dream)
GAELIC BLAZON black colt Dam: Betty Byrd by Poplar Byrd
This colt is without doubt one of the finest colts raised by Cead Mile Failte Farm. 
His sire is the impeccably bred Nevele Pilot who is the sire of this year’s best two- 
year-old Stakes colt, Unstable Sean p.2, 2:07.2h. Couple this fact with his dam (our 
best mare) and you have an unbeatable combination in next year’s Stakes. He is a 
half brother to 1 in 2:00, 5 in 2:05 and 9 in 2:10, including Gaelic Best Bet, a Stakes 
placed three year old.
Review of Northern Maine Fair
By DOUG THOMPSON
The Scarlet Skipper Invitational 
pacers were introduced by track 
announcer Nate Churchill to the 
large crowd of avid horsemen and 
curious onlookers as they awaited 
the moment of truth on this cool, 
brisk Aroostook County night. The 
track  was lightning fast; a credit to 
track  superintendent Red Brewer, 
despite inclement weather, tractor 
pulls, and various other fair ac­
tivities taking place on the half-mile 
surface the past ten days.
As Mike Murchinson, s ta rte r 
unfolded the wings, it was Columbo 
Seelster heading for the top along 
with Cheviot. Willard Carr made the 
top with his Canadian pacer, past 
the quarter in 30.1 It was a leisurely 
pace to the half in 1:01.1 with The 
Andover Story and Don Richards out 
to challenge. Due to an incident 
heading into the backstretch, it was 
mainly a two horse race past the 
three-quarters in 1:30.3 with Cheviot 
out to challenge the leader but 
Columbo Seelster held him off 
pacing the last quarter in 29.4 with 
the mile in 2 :00.2, a new track record 
for the Presque Isle oval.
The previous track record of 2:03.2 
was set in 1981 by Chinbro Demon 
with Ray Ireland driving. There also 
had been a pacing mark of 2 :01.1 set 
bv Bruce McGhee in 1977 when he 
time-trialed Big League Star.
The incident in the backstretch 
occurred when a rein snapped on 
Peregrine N. and he took to the 
outside wiping out any chance for 
Big Hugh and Walter Case, Jr. 
Peregrine N. continued to the out­
side until he smashed into the out­
side fence throwing driver Steve 
Mason to the ground. Mason was 
reportedly only slightly injured with 
scrapes and bruises. The order of 
finish behind Columbo Seelster was 
Cheviot, The Andover Story, Big 
Hugh, and Fortune Jessie was fifth 
with a broken hopple.
As one looks back, there was a 
definite possibility that without the 
accident, perhaps the 2:00 mile may 
have been in jeopardy . But, 
nevertheless it was an exciting race 
for all and an excellent night for the 
track  as patrons wagered in excess 
of $37,000, and now a new track 
record of 2 :00.2.
During the six card meet, two 
other generous donations were 
made. On Wednesday evening, 
August 20th, the Mr. Suffolk two- 
year-old pace for $3700 took place 
with Avon Headstart owned by John 
Churchill and Belinda C arter of 
Presque Isle with Ray Ireland in the 
bike winning over Crossway with 
Dick Cougle in 2:06.4 for a new 
lifetime mark. The winning owners 
of this two year old Adios Wilton filly 
received a free 1983 breeding to Mr. 
Suffolk, compliments of Loring 
Norton who stands this Romeo 
Hanover stallion for a fee of $750 at 
his farm  in Falmouth.
The Skipper Knox Pace was held 
on the final evening, August 21st 
with Nate and Barbara Churchill’s 
Armbro Aster three year old filly 
winning in a new m ark of 2:04 for 
Ray Ireland over Walter Reed’s, 
Texas Cathy. The owners of the 
Warm Breeze filly received a free 
1983 breeding to Skipper Knox 
donated by the Cianchette Stables of 
P ittsfield  where Skipper Knox 
stands for a fee of $750.
The directors of the Northern 
Maine Fair are extremely grateful 
to Dana Irving, Loring Norton, Ival 
Cianchette, numerous individuals 
and merchants, and of course the 
horsemen who made the 1982 edition 
of harness racing a huge success.
One of the largest turnouts in 
recent years was on hand at the 
Northern Maine Fair in Presque 
Isle, Friday evening, August 20th in 
anticipation of perhaps a new track 
record and possibly a sub 2:00 mile 
in the $5,000 Scarlet Skipper In­
vitational. Race secretary Olin 
“ Slim” Holmes with assistance 
from race committee members Bob 
Irving and Nate Churchill as well as 
Andy Sutherland, a member of the
Columbo Seelster is led into the winner’s circle after winning the Scarlet Skipper
i 2 : 0 0 . 2 .
Meadowlands in East Rutherford, 
N .J. He presently stands at Dana 
Irving’s farm in West Grove, Penn­
sylvania for a modest fee of $2500.
Woodstock Driving Club pieced
together one of the finest and most L;nninc? h n i - ^ E  °/h ^  
competitive fields to ever set foot on t f  u silv{J  tea set
any oval in the Northeast. This over $600 to th l winning
Invitational Pace at Northern Maine Fair setting a new track record in
Doherty, M un^y, Kenney, and Tom 
Perkins.
(3) Cheviot, a nine year old True 
Duane gelding owned by Robert and 
Pauline Webb of Gardiner, Maine.
(4) Peregrine N., a three year old 
gelding by Out To Win owned by 
Milton Downey of Saint John, N.B.
(5) The Andover Story, a five year 
old Honest Story stallion owned by
$5,000 Invitational was named in J wner 
honor of the outstanding young
Meadow Skipper Stallion, Scarlet S1X pacers consisted: _ _ .
Skipper 1:56.2 from the Adios m are, L1' “ Ugh, a seven year old Jolly John March of Bridgton, Maine. 
Adios Scarlet. In his brief career, (6 ) Columbo Seelster, a six year
Scarlet Skipper earned in excess of Patricia PeriT of Hampstead, N.H. old chestnut horse by Tarport Count 
$400,000 as well as winning the very (2 ) Fortune Jessie, a four year old owned by Paul Daeres of Saint John, 
first Woodrow Wilson Pace at the Precious Fella horse owned by Jim N.B.
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Ode To —  John R. Braden
The Maine folk are game folk, and the losers wear a smile,
At Houlton, too, and Caribou, and the town that’s called Presque Isle, 
The Grattan tribe’s a game tribe, and speedy too, as well,
But when they beat “that Braden hoss” they have to step like H---- .
The Bidwell horse is game too, but Braden’s more than game,
Four times he beat “The Colonel,” and then another came. 
Canadian-bred Roy Grattan, he did his level best,
The Caribous they came in crews, to watch him stand the test.
Then Houlton sent in for Jackson, and the Grattan stallion came, 
Fresh from Grand Circuit laurels, to try a harder game,
Five times the three Kings battled, and on the final score,
The Braden hoss was at the top, and looked around for more.
Race on Most Gallant Braden, Presque Isle, right well may sing, 
Your praises at her banquets, for you’re indeed a king,
Tough Roy sometimes did head you, and Jackson tried his best,
Your shield was never tarnished, your batting score was best.
Here’s to you, John R. Braden, you’re all horse, every inch,
Keep up your winning records, for beating you’s no cinch,
Full well you’ve earned your title, “The Gamest of the Game,”
And Carved your name forever in the pacing Hall of Fame.
1930’s John R. Braden 202% - Willard up.
iV.- >«j u  j ' > v: ‘ n m taken from TROTTER &  PACER
R aising Children By phil pines
It all begins in the foaling barn specialness protects the foal from 
Usually in the quiet of the early disease.
morning. Real early. Two or three ° ur young hero is different from 
o’clock. For some reason Mother m°st babies in that he will be raised 
Nature likes her newborns to arrive for a specific purpose: to race. And 
in this world in the wee hours, because he (we’ll call him a HE just 
Unless its an emergency, the a t - to keep things simple) will be in 
tending veterinarian — or whoever constant contact with people, and in 
— will let nature take its course, harness, throughout his career, the 
‘Cause it’s not nice to fool Mother first hurdle to cross is getting the 
Nature. Standardbred foal accustomed to
The m ares are brought here to be being touched and handled. His feet 
bred, careful records kept on her an(* hooves are picked up and put 
body tem perature so that breeding down so that he’ll be used to the 
could take place at the correct time, blacksmith. He is fitted with a halter 
And in her eleven month pregnancy, almost from the time he finishes his 
these mothers-to-bee are watched first yawn.
over constantly. Young trotters or pacers rarely
Within moments after his or her have time for childhood. Their 
birth, the foal is on its feet and ready education begins within a day or tw7o 
to take on the world. It follows its after birth. But when he does have 
mother out to the paddock the next free tim e» the paddock is the horse’s is. The baby hair begins to go, first continues until the foal is able to be 
day. The first 18 months of the foal’s playground. On a farm the paddocks around the eyes, and continuing — in on its own, a time, also, when he has 
life is also a time of rapid growth. are those spacious, rolling green uneven patches — over the rest of begun to teethe on everthing in sight 
Fifty percent of its total weight will acres bound by beautiful fencing his body. Before this stage is over including visitors, 
be gained at that time. Weighing in where the foals get a chance to kick the foal will look as if he’s sat in the Much expense and effort goes into 
at 90 to 100 pounds at birth, the little up their heels. During their first few wrong barber chair. bringing the foal this far and once
horse could add another 400 pounds months of life there’s a tight-knit Lifestyles and feeding habits also the young fellow is away from 
in the first year of his life. (How’d ja community spirit within the pad- change. Separated from his mother m other he is treated like a growing 
like to buy clothes for THAT baby?) dock. Mares with foals the sam e age for increasingly longer periods, the teenager — good food and lots of it.
Lots of good food is the key to this and size are grouped together. And foal is gradually weaned. The creep, Hay is this horse’s staff of life and 
growth rate. This is where Mother a  ^day’s end, as mom is led into the a fenced enclosure too small for the when combined with a balanced diet
Nature enters the picture again. As barn, her little one follows close m are to enter, perm its the foals to of grains, vegetables and vitamins,
a newborn, the foal’s first nourish- behind. feed freely. And they do. On special the young champion hopefuls can
ment will be its dam ’s colostrum. The foal starts to lose some of his rations of crushed oats, wheat bran, consume 16 pounds of food and 10 to 
That’s an especially rich milk that baby looks at three or four months, alfalfa and clover. During the day, 12 gallons of water in one day. 
flows for a short time after birth. Begins to take on the sleeker ap- the m ares are led away for short Try that diet on your teenager
You’ll never find this milk in the pearances of a race horse he will periods of time to allow the foals to sometime. Maybe he’ll be able to go
dairy case at the superm arket. Its become rather than the baby he still buddy with each other. This process a mile in 1:55, too.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # ¥ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¥ ^ ^ #
The IRVING FARM Consignment
To The September 11th NEW ENGLAND BLOODSTOCK SALE At Scarborough Downs
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate 1983 race winners bred and sold by Irving Farm:
Super Spud p. 2, 2:02.2 (Precious Fella — Jillana) New York Sire Stake — Colt & Gelding Pace — $44,051. — Yonkers Raceway 
Eskatoni p. 3, 2:02.3 (Precious Fella — Lisa J.) Monticello Raceway. “ P r o o f  Is In Perform ance”
SPEEDY FELLA
(Precious Fella — Speedy Jill)
First Foal From Top Money Winning 
Daughter Of The Prolific Jillana.
Speedy Jill p. 2, 2:08h 3, 2:04.1b Earned 
Over $30,000 In The Maine Breeders Stakes.
Colt Is Eligible To The New York Sire Stakes.
The Irving Farm R.F.D.
SKIPPER SPEED
(Scarlet Skipper — Speedy Ribbon)
A Mature Stud Colt From A Nice 
Harold J. Mare. Her Filly, Tempered 
Ribbon p. 3 2:06.2 Has Earnings Of 
Approximately $8,000 And Her Precious Fella 
Colt Sold For $7,500 At The Maine 
Breeders Sale Last Fall. Pennsylvania Eligible
No. 1 Caribou, Maine 04736
SUNDAY SKIPPER 
(Skipper Knox — Sunday Red)
This Handsome Colt Is Eligible 
To The Maine Breeders Stakes 
His Two Year Old Half-Brother Won 
Recently At Wood Stock, N.B. In 2:14.3. 
Take Advantage Of The Stock 
Available For Our State Program.
207493-4428
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Riverslea Farm would like to thank those 
patrons bidding and buying at our First 
Yearling-Broodm are Sale on August 30th  
at our K ingston - New H am pshire facility .
The sale was well received by the many in 
attendance and we are looking forw ard  
to serving you on a continuing basis.
The fu ture looks bright in d eed  f o r  
y o u th fu l ra c in g  prospects in the New  
England area fo r  the upcoming year.
We sincerely appreciate the su p p o rt  
rece ived  fro m  our friends in the 
Standardbred industry.
Wallace Tefft, Owner Paul 9 Manager
Riverslea Farm Epping, N.H. 0 3 0 4 2
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“B est Luck To One and A ll!”
THE RAIL
“  by PH IL  PIN E S
Consider this: top athletes have 
the makings to become top harness 
drivers and could turn their natural 
abilities into a new career. What’s it 
take? Quick reflexes, strength, 
coordination, competitiveness, a 
desire to win, dedication, good 
hands.
Sounds like the stuff that good ball 
players are made of. The same 
ingredients go into the making of a 
good harness driver and it is in­
creasingly evident that many of the 
guys who are crossing the finish line 
first these days have excelled in 
other sports before they jumped 
with both feet into harness racing.
Case in point: Tommy Haughton.
Tommy, as anyone knows who 
follows the trotters, won the Ham ­
bletonian stake at the Meadowlands 
on August 7. Won it in straight heats; 
1:56.4 and 1:57 with Speed Bowl, a 
horse that his Hall of Fam e father, 
Billy Haughton, turned over to 
Tommy because he believed Speed 
Bowl responded better to his son 
than it did for him. Father Bill was 
right. For anyone who saw the race, 
Tommy had programmed it well. He 
waited until he was heading down 
the stretch before he called upon his 
tro tter for that final burst of speed. 
Speed Bowl took the cue and they 
both ended up in the winner’s circle, 
surrounded by scores of people all 
with big smiles on their faces. It took 
several minutes for Tommy’s dad to 
arrive on the scene. I t’s hard to see 
where you’re going with so many 
tears in your eyes.
Later, in the director’s lounge high 
above the track, Bill Haughton was 
as bright eyes and bushy tailed as a 
proud father could be. He radiated. 
“ Tommy’s a natural athlete,” Bill 
was saying. “He has good hands, is 
light on the reins, and is totally 
dedicated and in love with the sport. 
When others are up at 6 or 6:30 in the 
morning, Tommy’s out there an 
hour ahead of them ! ”
It was about then that Tommy 
arrived in the director’s lounge. 
Conversations-stopped and the many 
clusters of people all applauded him. 
Tom simply grinned.
“ Tommy played football when he 
was a kid. He’s only 25 now,” con­
tinued his famous father. “ He 
played lots of football. It was his 
first love. Played for East Stroud­
sburg College in Pennsylania. 
Because I was on the road so much, 
his mom taught him a lot about 
sports. After reading how the best of 
the pros do it, she took Tommy into 
the back yard and taught him how to 
kick a football. And Tommy soon 
became a star. He played basketball 
well, too, but pressure on his knees 
from jumping on hard courts forced 
him to give it up and stick with 
football, his first love.”
Tommy attended college for a 
year and had planned to continue 
until that eventful summer of 1977 
w hen he g room ed W ellwood 
Hanover. He had found a new first 
love.
“ I decided not to go back to 
school,” said the newest Ham ­
bletonian champion. “ The horse 
business was for me. I had spent 
tim e around the horses when I was 
young but never thought seriously 
about it. I was always playing 
sports.”
He began driving two years later, 
won his first pari mutuel race at The 
Red Mile in Lexington. Tommy will 
never forget that sloppy journey. “ I 
was driving Teddy Hanover and he 
wasn’t expected to win. But he did 
and paid $47.40.” In the fall of 1980, 
also at The Red Mile, Tom scored his 
most important victory until then. 
He took the $100,000 Kentucky 
Futurity, reining Final Score. The 
pair had also taken a heat of The 
Hambletonian a month earlier.
Tommy plans to remain a part of 
his father’s large racing operation 
and with about 200 horses in the 
stable, he’ll do his share of the 
driving. But with all his successes 
crowded into a very short time, 
Tommy Haughton is quick to share. 
Talking about his recent Ham ­
bletonian victory: “ People forget 
the most important guys when it 
comes to today’s race. Like Ernie 
Gaskin, the head trainer at The 
Meadowlands for this horse (Speed 
Bowl). He works the horse’s legs, 
takes constant care of his health and 
soundness. He’s so very dedicated — 
tunes ‘em up for everybody else. 
And Dr. Kenny Seeber, the vet. Even 
if the horse is bad he keeps my 
confidence up.”
Tommy downplayed his role in 
winning the big race. “ I just steered 
him in the right direction. You’re 
only as good as your horse.”
1982 HAMBLETONIAN TO SPEED BOWL
The 1982 Hambletonian with an all time high purse of $875,000 was won by Speed 
Bowl who was piloted by Tommy Haughton. The pretigious mile at the 
Meadowlands went in 1:57 with Jazz Cosmos second and Messerschmidt showing.
Profile: James DeMint By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
James DeMint, General Manager at Scarborough Downs.
The storms of personnel changes 
have washed through Scarborough 
Downs again this season, but apart 
from the fray, providing a m easure 
of stability has been G eneral 
M a n a g e r  J a m e s  D e M i n t .  
Historically the top slot at that track 
has been tough to hold. Speculation 
began early, on how long would this 
new man would last.
Now with just weeks until the end 
of the meet it is clear that Jim 
DeMint has become accustomed to 
his position.
But he is a different kind of 
m anager for Scarborough Downs, 
and watching him provides insight 
into their operation.
DeMint’s predecessors sat at the 
No. 1 table in the clubhouse, lived on 
the phone, watched the races out of 
one eye and kept abreast of the 
mutuel information all at the same 
time. They were also involved with 
whatever hot issue was a float at the 
time. Most were active participants 
in the issues.
That is not Jim DeMint. He was a 
banker, then an executive in casinos 
both in Las Vegas and Atlantic City. 
Until April he knew nothing about 
horses, let alone strategies of 
racing.
But no m atter, he was just the 
right person for the Scarborough 
slot. Rather than an aggressive 
participant in policy decisions, 
DeMint has concentrated on running 
the track. He is not satisfied with 
dining room direction, he walks the 
plant continually, and sincerely 
assists patrons solve w hatever
problem they feel exists. But Jim  
DeMint does not make “ownership 
decisions” , he merely administers. 
This type of administrative set up is 
common in other enterprises, with 
split responsibilities, but ra re  in 
racing and unheard of in Maine.
Jim  DeMint has a sparkle in his 
eye, and a way of making large 
problems manageable. But down 
deep he has all the hardness of a 
banker, and can hang tough 
decisions.
DeMint sees his first year as an 
apprenticeship, and believes as time 
passes he will become more active. 
Not many of his predecessors 
revealed plans into the next month, 
let alone the next year.
So, one more time this track and 
its management team have proven 
they know what they are doing.
Within corporate decision halls 
they hammered out policies. All 
benefit Scarborough, some raise 
shackles elsewhere.
Next they found an able, amiable 
adm inistrator who willingly en­
forces policies and com m ents 
discreetly, a man who relates well 
with the public and employees, a 
man who tries to understand the 
horsemen.
DeMint is a measure of insulation, 
of protection for track management. 
But given his enthusiasm, his 
powers of observation and his 
willingness to learn, sooner ra ther 
than later, this new m anager will 
come to the inevitable fork in the 
road, and decide whether to follow 
his instincts or follow directions.
MAINE
Fair Dates
Windsor — August 29 thru Sept. 6 
Farmington — Sept. 19 thru Sept. 25 
Cumberland — Sept. 26 thru Oct. 4 
Fryeburg — Oct. 5 thru Oct. 10
Out Of The P ast-F ran k  Safford By BOB LOWELL
Nearly twenty years ago on a hot 
sum m er afternoon at Foxboro, a 
black, chauffeur-driven limousine 
pulled up in front of the stake barn. 
With some of the top drivers and 
horses in the East gathering at Bay 
State for an Atlantic Seaboard 
event, Sacher Werner upon exiting 
from the car quizzed a nearby 
groom, “ Where’s the big m an?”
Werner had arrived from New 
York to drive Adios Ronnie if I recall 
correctly, A1 Winger was on hand to 
handle Josedale Go Lucky, Bucky 
Day had Dr. Brooks, and Irv 
Roberts was slated to drive the 
International pacer Great Credit for 
Billy Haughton.
However, the big man was none 
other than Frank Safford who was 
en route from Liberty Bell to pilot 
Uncle Alex. Safford was, indeed, the 
big man. He was among the nations 
top drivers for years and in his 
prim e he balanced the scales at 250 
pounds.
A native of Swanzey, N.H., he 
drove his first race at Cheshire Fair. 
From  that beginning, Safford went 
on to lead the nation in 1948 and 1949 
and at the age of 32 in 1941 he won 117 
races and was the leading Grand 
Circuit driver.
Safford drew national attention in 
1940 after winning with Adage in 2:02 
at Old Orchard and in 1941 he won 
with Spartan Hanover in 2:031/2. 
That same year he set a world’s 
record by winning 14 consecutive 
races at Saratoga.
Among the great horses that 
Safford trained are Philip Scot, 1:59 
2/5 who was the first New England 
owned pacer to win over $150,000. In 
a 1953 free-for-all, he defeated Royal 
Mist, Scot Spencer, Prince Adios 
and Irish Hal. Another great horse in 
the Safford stable was Supreme Hal, 
a form er world’s champion and a 
free-for-all trotter Sidney Hanover 
who set a world’s record at 
Roosevelt for a mile and a sixteenth.
In 1948, Safford captured the 
$47,500 Little Brown Jug with the 
famous pacer Knight Dream. Saf­
ford won 23 major stakes and many 
of them on more than one occasion.
While Safford began in New 
England, he often returned over the 
y e a r s  to ra c e  a t F o x b o ro , 
Rockingham P ark  and Suffolk 
Downs. While he winter-trained at 
Pinehurst, there was a time when he 
trained at Rochester Fair and it was 
there that he prepped the world 
champion The Abbott for a record of 
2:00 at Lexington and Old Orchard.
In 1966, he drove in that well- 
rem em bered Mr. 1,000 at Rochester 
as the nation’s seventh-ranked all- 
'time driver.
On July 2, 1941, Safford won six 
races on a single card at Gorham 
Raceway. In 1956 on June 27th, he 
won the Inaugural Pace at Foxboro 
with the two-minute m are Ruth 
Reynolds defeating Master Fingo 
driven by Charlie Fitzpatrick and 
F irst Discovery with Vernon Dan­
cer. Racing fans may recall 1958 
when Rockingham opened in a 
blizzard and Safford driving Easter 
Dawn forced Canny Scot to set the 
track  record.
In 1947, Safford had a close call. 
His s tar perform er Valdo Abbe, who 
was the former Roosevelt record 
holder, was in with the nation’s top 
horses in a $25,000 pace at Old 
Westbury. As the field went to the 
post, his horse reared and fell back­
wards. While Safford climbed back 
aboard and took the horse for a fast 
score as the crowd cheered, he just 
couldn’t go on. However, the 
following day he was on his way to 
drive at Goshen.
Safford was instrum ental in 
starting several young trainers on 
their way. The list includes Carl 
L a rse n , R o b ert W alker, Joe 
Clohossey, Fred Bradbury, Jack 
Adams, John Edmunds, Charles 
Thomas, Cliff “ Tug” Boyd and Del 
Cote. At one time Freem an Libby of 
Topsham had been Safford’s second 
trainer.
Safford m arried  the fo rm er 
Florence McCoullagh of Goshen and 
had two daughters. After his dad had 
sold his stable, Safford went to work 
for E.P. Cray and in 1943 he went 
with the Gray Brothers of Rhode 
Island.
Safford, a very hard worker, was 
the heralded singing reinsman. He 
attended church on Sunday and 
could be heard singing hymns to his 
horse while jogging during the week. 
Safford, who traditionally wore a 
felt fedora and a red shirt was once 
asked why he sang the hymns. His 
reply, “ I believe...”
With the eyes of the nation 
currently on Delaware, Ohio and the 
“ Jug” , we wonder amid the color 
surrounding the coveted classic if 
anyone will search the sanctum 
Santorium of the imagination and 
see Frank Safford scoring Knight 
Dream. When the word go is given 
for the 1982 edition will anyone pause 
and ponder “ Where is the big m an?”
Frank Safford guides Uncle Alex into the winner’s circle after another winning* 
mile for owners Alex Parsons and the Gray Brothers.
Rochester “ Hall of Fame”
Promotional Directors 
By BOB & JEAN FERLAND
Rochester Fair “Hall of Fame” at its beginning in 1975 featuring The Ferland 
miniature silks trophies and old photos. Racing patrons visiting now will realize 
the growth of this popular project.
It all began in 1975 with “ The Silks 
in M iniature” and old photos that 
were gathered from old desks and 
what have you.
The pictures were scotch-taped on 
a cement wall along with the silks. 
So much enthusiasm was shown 
by all who visited the little exhibit, 
that Laurence and Frank Osgood 
decided that they would construct a 
sm all room under the mutuel 
building to house the display.
In 1976 the room was built and 
named “ The Rochester Fair Hall of 
Fam e.” People from all over New 
England brought in pictures of their 
favorite horse or driver and the 
room was filled before the fair even 
began. The Osgoods decided that 
they would induct one of their 
workers into the Hall of Fame, and 
thus began what is a tradition to the 
fair here at Rochester.
1976 Bob & Jean n e  F e rla n d  
(Promotions
1977 Dave Garland (Publicity
1978 Bob Vachon (Track Man
1979 DotValleton (Grand M arshall
1980 Leo Lavoie (Paddock Judge
1981 Frank Osgood (Director of 
Racing.
In 1978 the room was enlarged and 
much memorabelia was added to the 
Hall of Fame.
A collection of old Horse Reviews, 
Horseman and Fair World, Harness 
Horse magazines, etc., that dated 
back to 1899 was added to the room 
to make it one of the finest libraries
on the sport of harness racing in the 
country. High Wheel Sulky, Single 
Shaft Sulky, Conventional Sulky and 
Jog Cart now hang suspended from 
the ceilings.
Glass cases now house many of the 
New England drivers’ silks.
This year ten new cases have been 
added to the ever growing Hall of 
Fam e, Race programs from the late 
fifties and early sixties representing 
every race track in the country are 
on display around the room.
There are more than 1500 photos in 
the Hall of Fame, and more are 
being added yearly.
If any of you would be interested in 
contributing to the Hall of Fam e it 
would be greatly appreciated.
Drivers who have been inducted in 
the Rochester Hall of Fam e are: 
Frank Safford-Del Cameron-George 
Reed-Bucky Day-Laurence Osgood- 
Willis Pease.
Inductees for 1982 will be the silks 
of Paul Battis-Freeman Parker- 
A r th u r  N ason-W ayne  C olby- 
William Faucher-Others will follow.
We also have a collection of post 
cards depicting many of the New 
England fairs of yester-years.
An array  of Currier and Ives 
prints are also on display depicting 
the sport in the eighteen hundreds.
To date in excess of 30,000 people 
have visited the Hall of Fame, if you 
have not done so please take the 
tim e to visit us I am sure that you 
will not forget your visit.
Rochester Fair during the 1980 Standardbred Horse Show. This popular fair is con­
sidered “Vacation Time” for owners, trainers, drivers and their families. It’s a 
time in early fall when everyone “comes home to race.”
107th ANNUAL
A
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * R o ch ester Fair * * * * * * * * *  * * ♦ ♦ * *
September 16th Thru September 26th 1982
“ Where H orsem en Are Considered N um ber O ne99
1982 OFFICIALS
Race Secretary — Daniel R. Septelka Announcer — Ralph Fenno Jr.
♦ * * *
Asst. Sec. and Paddock Judge — Joe Lavoie 
Presiding Judge — Chuck Bamford 
Assoc. Judge — Mindy Fitzgerald 
State Steward — C. Frank Mowers
Mutuel Manager — Jim Finley
Starter — Dennis Jordan 
Clerk of Course — Dorothy Osgood 
Program Director — Colleen Rohrer 
Asst. Program Director — Madeline Goss
HARNESS RACING SCHEDULE
ROCHESTER FAIR
Thursday, Sept. 16 — 7:45 post New England Sire Stakes
Friday, Sept. 17 — 7:45 post Featuring WNH/FM 97 Race
Saturday, Sept. 18 — 1:30 p.m. post and 7:45 p.m. post
Sunday, Sept. 19 — 20th Annual Rochester Fair Parade (no racing)
Monday, Sept. 20 — 7:45 post New Hampshire Sires Stakes
Tuesday, Sept. 21 — 7:45 post New Hampshire Sires Stakes and Ladies Driving Championship
Wednesday, Sept. 22 — Family Day — at 1:30 p.m.
A “ Chicken Sizzle” will be served to Horsemen and their families at $4.00 per person. 
Horsemen’s Matinee Races at 2:00 p.m. (no age limit)
7:45 post featuring father and son driving contest
Thursday, Sept. 23 — 7:45 post featuring “Buddy Reed” Memorial 
Friday, Sept. 24 — 7:45 post — Future Farmer’s Day 
Saturday, Sept. 25 — 1:30 post — New Hampshire Sires Stakes 
7:45 post — New Hampshire Sire Stakes 
Sunday, Sept. 26 — 12:00 noon Standardbred Horse Show (no racing)
Third Annual
NEW HAMPSHIRE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS AND OWNERS ASSOCIATION
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * STANDARDBRED HORSE SHOW * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Open To All
Sucklings — Weanlings — Two Year Olds 
Mares Three Years and Over 
Three Year Old Colts and Geldings 
Mares and Foals — Stallions and Get 
Stallions Four Years and Over
Reserve and Grand Champion Awards Cash, Ribbons and Trophy Premiums
v Entries Close September 20th’ ' ' < < ' i ( * > ‘ t .... . • * S. », F, .5 1 J . !!• r#
* ★ ★ ★ • * ★ * • ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★ ★ * * * ★ * • * * ■ ■ * * * • * * * ■ * ■ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * * * * ★  ★  * MAINE STANDARDBRE
b f, 3 . 5f Scotch Banker—LucX Ahead b? Hiitsota framer S. Haniey
Bang? 052 1 J 8 2  12 6 I 2 7.5 79  
Wind2:06 19S 1 19 !4  I  ! 15 .5 12
[LUCK'S LAZY LADY Peter A. Hanley, Gardiner, Maine
0??*■*. Dr..e;-S08£RTSUM NtB 5 26 6 i~7»£D-€8E£M WHITE
Iramer t  Norton
Scar2;142 1982 U  I  '0  2 U 2 7  
1981 9 0 0 0 410
a  g, 3 . b * M eant s p m t -H r a o a  by haiading a o k k
loring Norton, Falmooth. Marne
„ -
w M m m i ^• :
ro f , 3 , by Election Day-W m  Marie by Bobby Swift 
Alton t  Worth, Windsor, Maine
Trainer-A, Worth
BaogZrO?* 1982 8 1 2 3 2 ,4 78
198 1 3 0 0 8 186
W INDSOR FLY BY'iSSi S 1 8 S - 3 2 4 1 X Driyer-AlTON WORTH, 8 -1 7-2 1  -C A R O , RED-GOLD
(Remaining Sch
STAKES DIVISIONS: 2 YR. TROT 2 YR. COLT P
FARMINGTON FAIR
CUMBERLAND FAIR
FRYEBURG FAIR
LEWISTON RACEWAY
(FINALS) LEWISTON
* # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * *
SCARBOROUGH DOW 
August 25, 
TWO YEAR OI
1. STUDLEY’S DREAM (2:23.3-D. Go<
2. T. W. Happiness
3. Keystone Curly
4. Cyrus Ridgecrest
5. Gambletonian
Also: Knotch Hill Kevin, Patricia’s Che 
Scr: Greenacres Duke
Over the muddy track Dude Goodblc 
the field. Three trotters remained in coi 
Happiness and Keystone Curly near the 
TWO YEAR OLD I
1. UNSTABLE SEAN (2:12.3-Dude Goc
2. B. K. King
3. Out of Range
4. Maine Mariner
5. Ammonote
Also: Jinx Breaker, Rae Lee Lucky, Ca 
Unstable Sean moved past the leader 
from there. B. K. King was well placed tl 
leader. The others were distributed bad 
TWO YEAR OLD F
1. RAW SATIN (2:08.2-W. Case Jr.)
2. SuLinda
3. Pine River Rose
4. Sayonara
5. Wind Sock Surf
Raw Satin cut the mile, getting to the 
pressively by both Pine River rose and S 
win down the stretch, with a tight photo 
THREE YEAR O
1. EASTER CARGO (2:10.3-R. Smith)
2. Knotch Hill Gamble
3. Joannie C
4. Westridge Cam
Easter Cargo left confidently and wir< 
of 1:05.4 and continually fought off a chall* 
Gamble closed stoutly to challenge dowr 
THREE YEAR OLD
1. SILVER BULLION (2:06.-R. McGhe<
2. Game Evelyn
3. Luck’s Lazy Lady
4. H. R. Counsel
5. Lite Me’s Girl
Also: Sandy’s Birthday, Ebony Braden, 1 
Ebony Braden set the early fractions 
mile. Luck’s Lazy Lady raced last until e: 
to finish third. Game Eveyln, a first time: 
her impressive second place finish.
THREE YEAR OLD
1. STEADY PAY DAY (2:07.2-L. Nortoi
2. Speedy Campaigner
3. Gaelic Best Bet
4. Race Me Fritz
5. Gaelic Majesty
Also: Treat With Love, Bert’s E.J.: Bret’: 
Bret’s Bigshot briefly held the lead, 
%ths on. Gaelic Best Bet was hung the enl 
Speedy Campaigner well paced throughoi
Tues. SefT. 
Tues. Sept.
Wed. Oct. 
Wed. Oct 1
Wed. Oct. !
I BREEDERS STAKES
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* *  *  *  * *  . * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * *  *
die For 1982)
3 YR. TROT 3 YR. FILLY PACE
i 2 YR. FILLY RACE 3 YR. COLT PACE
Wed. Sept. 22 Thurs. Sept. 23
Wed. Sept. 29 Thurs. Sept. 30
Thurs. Oct. 7 Fri. Oct. 8
Fri. Oct. 15 Sat. Oct. 16
* Fri. Oct. 22 Sat. Oct. 23
* * * * * * * * *
-  WEEK 8 (15-178)
27, 1982
rROT $2,148
ood) 7 - 2 3 1  $3,773
3 -  0 1 2  $1,006
4 - 0 0 1  $ 709 
4 - 0 2 1  $1,300 
4 - 0 0 1  $ 500
left with Studley’s Dream and wired 
ition the entire mile with both T. W. 
der down the stretch.
T PACE $2,112
ood) 8 - 7 1 0  $8,297
4 -  1 2 1  $2,518
5 -  0 1 2  $1,138 
2- 0 0 0 $ 356 
4- 0 0 2 $ 782
n Ridgecrest, Chinbro Hawaii 
the half and comfortably drew away 
itire mile, but could not overtake the 
the first two.
Y PACE $2,000
8 - 5 0 1  $5,798
6- 0 2 0 $1,631
7 -  1 4 1  $3,617
2- 0 0 0 $ 258 
4 - 2 0 1  $2,623
f in,a swift 1:02.4, but was joined im- 
nda. The three fillies battled for the 
Darating the first three places. 
TROT $2,500
8 - 3 2 1  $5,691 
8- 0 3 4 $3,328
7 -  4 2 1  $6,623
6 -  0 1 0  $1,407 
le field. He took the trotters to a half 
ng Joannie C on the rim. Knotch Hill 
e lane.
LY PACE $3,134
8- 2 3 0 $5,179 
1 - 0 1 0  $ 792 
8 - 5 0 1  $7,435 
8 - 0 1 4  $2,386
7 -  1 2 1  $3,487
dsor Fly By, Spring time Miss 
it Silver Bullion took control of the 
smely late, moving down the stretch 
es starter electrified the crowd with
L.T PACE $3,284
8 -  2 0 1  $3,665
7 -  0 1 0  $1,802 
6- 0 2 3 $2,865
8 - 2 3 1  $6,099
3- 0 0 0 $ 164 
gshot, Formal Prince, Mr. Bumpas 
Steady Pay Day set the pace from 
mile, gamely pacing for home, with
b f. 3, b» H . T. John—Hurricane Stacie i>| Watchful 
Robert 0. Allen. Cumberland, Maine 
2 37 OX O fig !: D O H A l M ^ R D S ,3 ? 6 - 3 3 —O R A H G C B U C K
CHURCH BELL
1 .0 9 0 -
Trainer-0. Richards 
1982 0 0 0 0
BRET'S BIGSHOT b g, 3, bfBret's Boj-Trotwood Darlene b)t Nevete Bigshot Alphee G. Ufebnre 4 Wilbur F. Hammond, Jr., Marne 
Prirer & OHAiD RICHARDS. 3 26 3 3 -O S A H G E  8LACK
Trainer ~D. Richards
SXow2:07J  1982 11 2 2 1 2,553
TrainetK. Sabier 
1982 1 0 0 . 1mi o ooo
HTUDLY'S DREAM Reneiope 8. Rubier, Greene, Marne 
295EX |Q)Dn»er-K£tftH RUBIER, 10-22-57-GREENORAHGE
* ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ATTENTION! NEW ENGLAND HORSEMEN!
Plan On Being At The Second Annual
NEW ENGLAND BLOODSTOCK SALE
September 11, 1982 Scarborough Downs Paddock 11:30 A.M.
1982 Stakes Winners From Last Year’s Sale
Unstable Sean (Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobeil), p. 2, 2:07 lh. This year’s best Maine Windsock Surf (Big League Star-Aloha) p.2,2:06.4h the fastest two-year-old Maine 
bred two-year-old-colt, winner of 6 out of 7 Stake starts. Purchased for $500. bred filly who has won two of the three Stakes she started in. Purchased for $3,250.
Raw Satin (Latham-Vermont Adios) p.2. 2:08 lh formerly Gaelic Maine Time is 
this year’s most consistent Stakes winning two-year-old filly. Purchased for $3,500.
Plus A Number Of Other Fine Two Year Olds Such As:
Gaelic Calorie (Nevele Pilot-Fat Rosie) presently racing, has been second in Keystone Curly (Keystone Gemini-Fury J.) Stakes placed trotter, improving 
2 io lh weeklv.
Frost Star (Big League Star-Frost Princess) qualified and was second in his only Captain Ridgecrest (Jonas Hanover-Stacie Frost) Stakes placed pacing colt, 
parimutuel start Cameo Ridgecrest (Rusty Range-Cherry Hill Babe) pacing filly racing in Maine
Cyrus Ridgecrest (Culver’s Pride-Lady Landmark) Stakes placed young trotter. Stakes.
This Year’s Group Of 30 Yearlings Will Offer Full And Half Brothers And Sisters To These Outstanding Colts and Fillies
INVESTORS! Notice
Yearlings Representing The Following Stallions:
BIG LEAGUE STAR LATHAM
BETTOR’S CHOICE SKIPPER HILL
AMMO HANOVER NEVELE PILOT
RUSTY RANGE
JONAS HANOVER 
PRECIOUS FELLA 
SCARLET SKIPPER
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER 
This Is Your Opportunity For A 1983 Stakes Winner
SKIPPER KNOX 
CORAL RIDGE 
MOTOR BOY
* * ★ * * ★ * ★ ★ * * * ★ ★ ★ ★ * ★ ★  g£THERE! BID THERE! BUY THERE!* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Immediately Following The Yearling Sale There Will Be A Mixed Sale With Something For Everyone.
HORSEMEN! Notice
A Choice Supply Of Young Stock and Raceway Horses 
TWO-YEAR-OLDS:
*
Miss Tail Gunner (Ammo Hanover-Miss Tempest) 
Budlong’s Image (Rusty Range-Ann H. Budlong)
Gentleman Jim (Rusty Range-Miss El Chan)
Long Hill Bill (Isle of Wight-Shadydale Aerian)
Claudia Ridgecrest (Rusty Range-Lullathorpe)
Campground (Ammo Hanover-Baby Mir)
THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER:
The Fireball 2:09.1h. (Speedy Scot-Honor Donut)
B.B.’s Friscero p. 2:lO.lh (Cicero-Shadvdale Frisky)
B.B.’s Cicero p. 2:03.3f. (Cicero-Shadydale Frisky)
Gaelic Traveler (Latham-Vermont Adios)
Star Lite Queen (Bret’s Star-Jefferson Queen)
Little Miss Rogus p. 2:04.2f. (Lord Roger-Little Miss Cynte) 
Canadian Drifter (Butler’s Dream-White Autumn)
BREEDERS! Notice
A Number Of Well Bred Broodmares
Steam Heat (Adios Harry-Kina) in foal to Ricci Bold Payster 
Snowy Valentine (Quick Pick-Carlotta) in foal to Ricci Bold Payster 
Katy Valentine (Adios Forever-Katherine H.) in foal to Nevele Pilot 
Kaboodle (Greedy Creed-Vivian’s Girl) in foal to Topper Lobeil 
Careless Mold (Smolder-Careless Love) in foal to The Fireball 
Narragansett (Adios Boy-Vermont Adios) in foal to Skipper Glenn 
Lady Klondyke (Poplar Byrd-Music Tree) in foal to Travelin Boy.
Covet Kash (Cory-Village Song) in foal to Skipper Knox
Golden Tassel (Romeo Hanover-Fringe Benefit) in foal to Topper Lobeil.
Plus Three Weanling Fillies
Suzy Kash (Stephen O.-Covet Kash) 
Unnamed (Knight and Day-Baby Mir) 
Unnamed (Nevele Pilot-Sister Crain).
Sales Catalogues Are Available —
Please Send $1.00 To Cover Postage To: e.' r ' < I
Maine Breeders Association c/o Marilyn Branagan
R.F.D. N o /2 Bax 850 Greene, Me. 04236
Tel. 207-946-5628
r •»,* * -*/ -rjt . .
Big Hugh is the first horse ever to points higher than the average fast 
have a shot at sweeping Maine’s track  at Bangor this summer. That 
Triple Crown of Pacing — the Dirigo produced an Al-Var speed rating of 
Pace, Mid-Summer Classic and 90 — highest of the month and only 
President’s Pace. three points under the season’s high.
A seven-year-old son of Jolly Beechwind’s Thunder is owned, 
Roger, Big Hugh has won the first trained and driven by Russell 
two jewels of the Triple Crown. He Lanpher or Orland. 
won the Dirigo in 2:00.1 at Scar- Walter Case Jr. is Driver of the 
borough Downs July 4. He became Month. There were 14 pacers who 
the third pacer in history to crack reached 100 or higher on the Al-Var 
two minutes in competition on a scale for a winning trip from July 20 
Maine half-mile track when he won to Aug. 22, and Case drove four of 
the Mid-Summer Classic in 1:59.3 at them. He produced the three highest 
Scarborough Aug. 15. Al-Var ratings of the month with Big
Big Hugh now has qualified for the Hugh and Rebecca Jean, 
biggest jewel of them all — Paul Battis drive two 100-plus 
President’s Pace IV, a $15,000 pacers and one 80-plus tro tter to 
classic scheduled for Sept. 5, at finish second in the driver standings. 
Scarborough Downs. Battis, however, did win Trainer
To win the third jewel of the Triple of the Month honors. He had two 
Crown, Big Hugh will have to beat pacers reach 100 on the Al-Var scale 
the great My Bill Forward who will and one trotter who topped 80. 
be back to defend his President’s There was an outstanding per- 
Pace III championship. formance turned in by a three-year-
It was last year that Maine-owned old last month. Luck’s Lazy Lady, 
My Bill Forward smashed all a speedy daughter of Scotch Banker, 
previous state records with an cam e within two ticks of breaking
amazing 1:58.4 triumph in the the track record at Skowhegan with
President’s Pace. a 2:02.4 Breeders Stakes win Aug.
My Bill Forward is in the best 20. That produced a 108 Al-Var speed 
condition of his career. He has been rating — highest of the season for a 
competing against the world’s top three-year-old. It was a great drive 
pacers, including world champion for young Bobby Sumner who was in
Genghin Khan (1:51.4) at The the bike for the first time behind
Meadowlands this summer. Luck’s Lazy Lady.
Big Hugh, who has a lifetime m ark Owned by Peter K. Hanley and 
of 1:56, also is razor sharp right now. trained by Shawn Hanley of Gar- 
With a break from the weatherman, diner, Luck’s Lazy Lady has earned 
President’s Pace IV should wipe out more than $9,000 in 13 starts this 
all previous Maine track records. season.
Big Hugh has captured his second Following are the pacers who had 
straight Pacer of the Month title off winning performances of 100 or 
his 1:59.3 win Aug. 15. That was good better on the Al-Var scale during the 
for a 120 Al’Var speed rating. He is past month, and the trotters who had 
only the 11th standardbred in history 80 or higher: 
to reach 120 on a Maine track. PACERS
Big Hugh is owned by Paul G. Big Hugh, W. Case Jr. 120 
P erry  Sr. and Patricia D. P erry  of Rebecca Jean, W. Case Jr. 115 
Hampstead, N.H. Paul Perry  is the Rebecca Jean, W. Case Jr. 112 
trainer. Walter Case Jr. drove Big Wilbea Sly Knight, D. Goodblood 108 
Hugh to his season’s reco rd  F ast Pete, P. Battis 108 
clocking. Luck’s Lazy Lady, R. Sumner 108
B e e c h w in d ’s T h u n d e r ,  a My Fair Princess, W. LaFreniere 
promising four-year-old son of 106
Speedy Serenade, is Trotter of the Bret Conquered, R. Sumner 103 
Month off a 2:06.4 victory at Bangor. O.C. Cinderella, W. LaFreniere 102 
The variant that day was 12 — two Pay Off N, D. Richards 101________
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS AUG. I 5I982RA
The Maine Circuit By LEE ALLEN
In a photo finish Big Hugh nips The Andover Story at the wire in the Mid Summer 
classic at Scarborough Downs. The five horses shoVvn all paced under 2:00. .
Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 101 
T.S. Bob, W. Case Jr. 101 
Freem an N. D. Goodblood 101 
F ast Pete, P. Battis 101
TROTTERS
Beechwind’s Thunder, R. Lanpher 
90
B.B.’s High Note, P. Battis 89
Gibson Lobeil, F. Parker 88 
Jo Di’s Pride, W. Canney 88 
Jo Di’s Pride, W. Canney 86 
Ronnie Overlook, J. Nason 84 
Rolanda Ardean, F. Nelson 83 
Egyptian Dart, B. Pike 82 
Beechwind’s Thunder, R. Lanpher 
81
Cape Pine Jessica, S. Bard 81
Steve B. Levine, D.V.M.; Grant D. Myhre, D.V.M. 
Guy L. Smith, D.V.M.; James G. Burns, D.V.M.
Rochester EaU-LD^ JQJin ic
Rochester, New Hampshire
ET VIEWS
Effect of a Nutritional Supplement 
Containing N, N-Dimethylglycine (DMG) 
on the Racing Standardbred
Introduction
A project was carried out to ob­
serve the effects of a nutritional 
supp lem ent contain ing  N, D- 
Dimethylglycine (DMG), (Spur-15: 
United Staters Animal Laboratories, 
m arketed as Spur-DMG) on certain 
blood param eters and perform ances 
of the  ra c in g  S ta n d a rd b re d . 
Previous research has shown that 
DMG c an  in c r e a s e  o x y g e n  
utilization and thereby decrease 
lactic acid levels in animals under 
ex trem e stress . Using hum an 
subjects, research conducted at the 
Institute of Human Fitness in 
Escondido, California revealed a 
27.6% increase in exhaustion time in 
trained athletes in treadm ill tests, 
when compared with a placebo. 
DMG has further been shown to 
en h an ce  the body’s im m une 
response, both by increasing an­
tibody production and lymphocyte 
generation. Our experiment was 
designed to view the effects of this 
supplement on certain objective and 
s u b je c tiv e  param eters in the 
Standardbred race horse.
M aterials and Methods
Twenty racing Standardbreds, 
aged 3 to 8 years (7 stallions, 8 
geldings, 5 m ares) were used in this 
project. They were radomly divided 
into a control group and an equal 
group to receive the Spur-15. Blood 
samples were drawn on all horses 
the morning that supplementation 
was to begin. The test group then 
began to receive the Spur-15 twice 
daily in the normal grain ration. 
Rations were identical except for the 
Spur-15. Blood tests were taken on 
all horses the following day, after a 
training session. Two weeks later 
blood samples were again taken on 
the group receiving Spur-15. The 
next day these horses were again 
tested following training. On Day 34 
of the protocol all horses were again 
tested and then tested the following 
morning after training. The horses 
in the experimental group received 
lV z  packets of Spur-15 twice daily in 
their grain throughout the project. 
All the horses were raced and 
trained normally through this ex­
periment. Complete blood counts 
were done on all blood samples, as 
well as creatinine phosphokinase, 
lactic acid, calcium, cholesterol, 
glucose, BUN, uric acid, creatinine, 
t o t a l  b i l i r u b i n ,  a l k a l i n e  
phosphatase, LDH and SGOT. At the 
end of the protocol, the trainers were 
asked for subjective evaluations of 
their horses condition in term s of 
racing fitness, attitude, general
health and recovery from illness or 
injury.
Results
Lactic acid levels were of greatest 
interest in this project. As earlier 
stated, DMG has been shown ex­
perim entally to reduce lactic acid 
levels in animals and man under 
stress. Inspection of all data  
revealed no significant differences 
between control and trea tm en t 
horses except for lactic acid levels. 
Results of lactic acid determinations 
following training (i.e. Day 2 and 35) 
were significantly lower (P 0.022 and 
0.062 respectively) in the treatm ent 
groups than in the controls (Table 
Discussion
Spur-15 is a nutritional sup­
plement comprised of an equimolar 
mixture of N, N-Dimethylglycine 
(DMG) and calcium gluconate, 
Vitamin A, Vitamin E, Vitamin D, 
iron-proteinate, copper gluconate 
and m anganese ascorbate ' in an 
alfalfa base. The concentration of 
each ingredient per package is 
shown in Table 2.
DMG is an accessory food factor 
now g e n e ra l ly  know n as  a 
biologically active non-fuel nutrient. 
There are two groups of these non­
fuel n u trien ts ; v itam in s  and 
metabolic enhancers, of which DMG 
is a member. This group contains 
interm ediary metabolites, of en­
dogenous origin. They are syn­
thesized in vivo and appear to be 
n e c e s s a r y  to  m a in ta in  th e  
organism ’s optimum perform ance 
or “ health.” Included in this group 
of metabolis enhancers are
• in te rm ed iary  n itrogen con­
taining metabolites (i.e., DMG, 
choline, glycine and adenosine,
• sterols,
• interm ediary m etabolites of 
carbohydrate origin,
• proteins and peptides.
The identification of DMG is 
recent (1977) and many m am m alian 
enzyme systems have already been 
shown to utilize or produce it. The 
metabolic role of DMG in these 
reactions is as a supplier of one- 
carbon units.
The results of this trial indicate 
that Spur-15, included in the diet of 
th e  ra c in g  S ta n d a rd b re d , is 
responsible for a lower blood lactic 
acid level following training. On a 
subjective level these horses were 
found by their trainers to be more 
“ aggressive,” to have better ap­
petites and attitudes and to recover 
faster from racing and training than 
the controls.’ * '
Canadian News
Old Home Week at the Charlot­
tetown Driving Park (Prince Ed­
ward Island) concluded on August 14 
with Sauls Pride winning the 23rd 
anniversary running of The Evening 
Patriot Gold Cup and Saucer in 
2:00.2 in rein to Joe Smallwood for 
island owners Don and Ian Smith. 
The crowd of people lined five, six 
and more deep in the infield from the 
head of the stretch to the lower turn 
made me think of how it must have 
been when Single G., Sir Roch and 
M argaret Dillon barnstormed the 
M aine-M aritime Circuit in the 
1920’s. This race means something 
special to all followers of the 
Maritime harness racing scene as 
was evident from the many visitors 
to the island from places like 
Fredericton, Woodstock, Truro, 
Halifax, Amherst, Moncton, Saint 
John, Sydney and places nearby. 
More than one visitor stated that 
they had not missed a Gold Cup race 
since its inception in 1960. The 1982 
edition was the fastest ever.
What this race means is exem­
plified in part by the statem ent of 
island resident Bill Rix, to the effect 
that he would rather have a winner 
in the Gold Cup and Saucer than a 
victory in the Little Brown Jug. Bill 
Rix’s sixth attempt at reaching this 
goal fell a few lengths short when his 
Down Under import, Cheval Du Roi, 
with Jim “ Roach” MacGregor 
teaming, finished third. It was clear 
to all present in the MacGregor barn 
after the race that they would be 
back for a seventh attem pt next 
year.
The Maritime bred colts did their 
best to steal the show from the Gold 
Cup and Saucer side wheelers. On 
Wednesday Mac Mor Bart, a two 
year old colt by Test of Time (Good 
Time), established a two year old 
track record of 2:03. Earlier in the 
week, a three year old son of Sultros 
Rainbow (Albatross), B.J. Amigo, 
set a new Atlantic Sires Stakes 
record as he paced the CDP oval in 
2 :02.1 breaking the record of 2 :02.2
By CLARK THOMPSON
sei by Express Extra in the first 
division. However, Express Extra 
(Armbro Lynx — Skeet) was to have 
the final say as he paced to a new 
record of 2:00.4 in the Duck Acorn 
stake for three year old colts on 
Friday. Phil Pinkney part owner 
and trainer of the colt, was all smiles 
as he held his colt in the winner’s 
circle for the official photo. The 
Duck Acorn filly division resulted in 
a CDP track record of 2:02.2 for P.H. 
Scooter (Tarport Ervin — Active 
Time). The Tarport Ervin filly, 
Opinions Rae, parked the entire 
mile, hung on gamely as she finished 
a close up second. Needless to say, 
more than one Maritime breeder 
was smiling over the record per­
formers as their faith in the 
Maritime-bred program was justly 
rewarded. No doubt there will be 
m ore bargain hunters at the 
Maritime yearling sales scheduled 
for Charlottetown on September 24 
in Truro, Nova Scotia on September 
10, and in Moncton, New Brunswick 
on October 8.
A trip to Prince Edward Island 
would not be complete without a 
visit to some of the many stan­
dardbred farms on the island. We 
enjoyed a fine reception at Dr. 
Robert Webster’s Hollylaine Farm  
to view the latest crop of A.C.’s 
Dandy’s (Good Time) yearlings. For 
tro ttin g  en thusiasts , I would 
recommend a visit to Dr. George 
Bishop’s farm on the outskirts of 
Charlottetown. Included among the 
several trotting sires at the farm  is 
Pack Trip (Porterhouse — Pom- 
panette) sire of Pack Baron (2:07.1),
■ already *the Atlantic Sires Stakes, 
three year old trotter of the year. 
Pack Trip’s dam has produced Filet 
of Sole, Crevette and La Pome 
Souffle for Norman Woolworth’s 
Clearview Stables, 
island, you will enjoy the fine 
hospitality and friendliness of the 
people in addition to some exciting 
racing. I am looking forward to a 
return trip for Old Home Week in the 
future.
Pack Trip (Porterhouse-Pompanette) with Prince Edward Island owner and 
breeder, Dr. George Bishop of Charlottetown.
Express Extra (Armbro Lynx-Skeet) p. 2:00.2. with part owner, trainer, driver, 
Phil Pinkney and groom “Hands” McNutt after record trip in Duck Acron Stake 
at Charlottetown Driving Park.
Broodmare Of The Month: HAPPY NEWS
Throughout the pedigree rich New established herself as «ne of ^ |  
England connections reverberate, stron gest of New E ngiana s
S d V N e r s P r0 y a lb l0 0 d lead in g t° mTedsmcaa n Sboa?t0of a” * ?  o f^ o S
as a three year oTd Me^ry Wa? ?:59.2 and passed the $50,000 ear-
speed3^ y ^ tra in e r
M a s  a broodmare Merry Way the colt w a s  timed much faster more 
was only moderately successful, than once.
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Unless her own fillies ignite she will 
not found a maternal family herself.
Before Happy News came Melody 
Time, and from that Good Time
m are’ came Rebel Aaron the horse th™M%kout the East.
that put Ken Crowford into racing, 
and provided Brown Song a 2:00 
credit.
Happy News never raced, and she 
belonged to Carl Dining in Exeter
N H for the duration Though she change, and has earned more than 
S to H  nrodL e up to blue ribbon $100,000. More important he is a 
n u rse ry ™ ‘“'ex p ec ta tio n s ,"  she  tough' class performer, w hether,at
Scarborough, Lewiston, Foxboro, 
P o m p a n o , F re e h o ld  o r th e  
Meadowlands. He is as tough and 
honorable a pacer as can be found. 
He won nearly $50,000 last year 
alone and may earn another hun­
dred thousand before it is over.
Two fillies followed and though 
they have appeared on the track, 
they have yet to earn their racing 
shoes.
Now there is a Precious Fella two
year old colt.
The breeding is right, the odds are 
right, with some luck this horse has 
the potential to lead the top horses 
from New England, he’s got a 
proven combination behind him, and 
is the kind of horse who can sustain 
high class New England racing.
Anyone can own a good horse, but 
a twenty year bond with a mare, is 
what Carl Dining has shared with 
Happy News.
Then came Mighty Eden, the best 
from Mount Eden, and the horse 
which continues to earn invitations 
for Mr. Connor to top races
Mighty Eden has high front end 
speed like few other horses, and 
when conditions suit, he hangs quick 
numbers on the board. He has 
already been marked in 1:59 and
Charlie Connors poses with Precious News (Precious Filla-Happy News) a two 
yepr old owned by the Moulton Corp. of Exeter, N.H. ■ < > ( i . i  i t
Double Gaited: ByTOMSHEHAN Judges
Northeast Harness News
H insdale Review
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While chatting with a friend who 
has been a track manager after 
working his way up through the 
ranks, I asked about a judge whose 
work I had long admired. Much to 
my surprise he expressed the 
opinion that the work of this par­
ticular judge had suffered ever since 
he had been overruled by a United 
States Trotting Association Board of 
Appeals.
This is not unusual in harness 
racing. However, I happen to believe 
, that some judges have placed too 
much importance on the fact that 
they have been overruled. Largely 
because those same judges have 
failed to really understand and 
accept their roles in harness racing 
in relation to the roles of the racing 
commissions and boards of appeals. 
I think that the problem is serious 
enough to merit the study of the full 
board of the United States Trotting 
Association while at the same time 
reviewing the position that it has 
provided the appeals boards in the 
structure of racing.
Personally, I like the idea of the 
USTA Boards of Appeals as set up by 
the USTA in every respect but one. 
My opinion is that the boards of 
appeals would be more effective, 
and less intimidating, to the of­
ficials, if these boards did not consist 
of horsemen from the same district 
as the accused. From my experience 
and observations, I have to believe 
that “ croneyism” is so much a part 
of racing that it is asking too much of 
the human spirit to ask horsemen to 
sit in judgement on their neighbors 
and friends in these situations.
At least one of the appeals boards 
which represented this district was a 
good example of why boards of 
appeals become so intimidating to 
the judges that they worry about 
what is going to happen before, 
during and after they made a 
-decision. The late Sam Aceto the 
late Si Bishop, and the late Lester 
McCusker were all fine men, as fine 
a trio of men as you would want to 
nieet, but at the time that they were 
functioning as an appeals board an 
accused horseman would have had 
to be found with either the smoking 
gun, or bloodied dagger in hand for 
them to vote against their friends 
and neighbors.
I am well aware, of course, that 
this may not be a popular type of 
opinion, or example, and that some 
will in all probability chide me for 
speaking so of the dead, but I happen 
to think that subject is important 
enough to racing to take that chance. 
All racing is going through trying 
times. Good officials are scarce. In 
fact, any kind of officials are scarce.
Therefore, let us forget the 
niceities for the moment and see if 
we can stir ourselves out of the 
apathy which has us in its grip 
before the walls are brought down 
Airound us. These men came readily 
to mind when an example was 
needed, but they were not alone in
their reluctance to suspend their 
friends and neighbors. Many boards 
had that weakness.
During my tenure as a track 
manager I had the services of two of 
the best officials. Potentially, at 
least, they were among the best. I 
have in mind Billy George and the 
late John Briggs. Both had great 
talent, knew the rules, knew harness 
racing as well as any officials that 
have been exposed to during my 
tenure in racing.
However, it seemed to me that 
they spent more time worrying 
about what the commissions anc 
appeals boards would do to their 
decisions than was consistent with 
good judgement and a full un 
derstanding of the relationship 
between the responsibilities of the 
judges and the responsibilities of the 
commissions and appeals boards.
Now, I am not naive enough to 
expect human nature to change 
Therefore, I submit that the USTA 
might improve officiating, and the 
lot of officials, by eliminating the 
privilege that the local appeals 
boards have of sitting in judgement 
on their friends and neighbors by 
bringing in out of district men to 
pass judgement.
Not that I think that such an 
arrangem ent will entirely eliminate 
the croneyism that I mention, but 
such a change will improve our 
chances of getting a more objective 
approach to the problem.
As for the judges, I have sympathy 
for them. But my sympathy is tinged 
by a desire to censure them for their 
sensitivity. I am well aware that 
egos are involved, and that the 
overruled judges feel that they are 
being demeaned and put down. 
Their egos are no problem to me. 
Any judge worth a continental has 
an ego or he wouldn’t be a judge.
However, their reactions snack 
more of the political than the 
judicial. As judges they don’t have 
the privilege to try to guess in ad­
vance what the appeals boards, or 
for that m atter the racing com 
missions, are going to do. They have 
one role, the appeals boards, and 
racing commissions, another.
Let’s remind them when they tend 
to feel persecuted that they are in 
conscience bound to make fair and 
honest judgement, without fears or 
favor. If they do that they will 
always have the respect, if not 
always the affection, of their peers.
As judges their motto should be 
“ Damn The Torpedoes! Full Speed 
Ahead!” Once people find that the 
judges can’t be intimidated by being 
overruled then they will be reluctant 
to make an attempt to intimidate. In 
most cases, that’s all these appeals 
are. When racing reaches that 
happy estate then maybe, just 
maybe, those who are inclined to 
want too much the best of it, will 
make an effort to stay on the right 
side of the rules and laws of racing.
Dave M arshall
Dave Marshall recorded his 1,000th win in August at Hinsdale Raceway.
David Marshall, leading driver at 
Hinsdale Racetrack, reached a 
milestone in his career on Thursday, 
August 12th when he crossed the 
wire on top in the second race 
recording 1000th career win. .
Marshall had won two races the 
night before and was barely edged in 
the final race which would have been 
three in a row and placed him into 
the prestigious “ 1000 Win Club.” But 
it didn’t take long the following night 
at Marshall, in the second half of the 
daily double, was not to be denied as 
le took the favorite, Southern 
Momentum to “ victory lan e .” 
Marshall was then joined by several 
friends and drivers who shared the 
spotlight with him as the reinsman 
was honored for his achievements in 
the winners circle.
During the 1982 summer harness 
meet at Hinsdale, Marshall will end 
the meet with over 50 more wins 
than his closest competitor.
Raised in a racing family, M ar­
shall tasted the fruits of success 
early in life, his father being a ac­
complished driver who still drives at 
Foxboro. At 16 young David 
groomed and jogged horses at 
Hinsdale and recollects his early 
years at Hinsdale fondly. States 
Marshall, “ I ’ve always enjoyed 
driving at Hinsdale, which I con­
sider to be my home track. Probably 
700 of the wins I ’ve gotten have been 
right here. I’ve really enjoyed 
myself through the years at Hin­
sdale Raceway.”
M arshall’s 1000th win came in the 
final week of the harness meet. It 
was apparent for some time that 
M arshall should reach the m ark by 
the end of the meet, but as he neared 
the threshold, he struggled slightly. 
In the end Marshall’s superb driving 
skills overcame the slump he ex­
perienced in the days leading up to 
the accomplishment.
Marshall, in his mid 30s, is con­
fident of his driving abilities and 
hopes to drive at the Meadowlands 
where he has a perfect record of one 
s ta rt and one win. “ Driving at the 
Meadowlands is every harness 
d river’s dream ,” states Marshall.
The successful reinsman claims 
that feel, and positioning your horse 
correctly are the keys to successful 
driving. “ Most of the time a horse 
will tell you when to make a move 
and how to pace them ,,’ he states.
David Marshall on reporting his 
1000th career win will join the elite 
company of New England drivers 
including Frank Safford, Bucky 
Day, Ted Wing, William Faucher, 
Del Cameron, and Freem an Parker 
among others.
in the colt division was a honey with 
Spike’s Prince gaining control in : 30 
1/5. From there to the wire in 2:06 
3/5, Paul Battis had “ Spike” 
H arring ton’s im pressive Royal 
Prince colt well in hand. Finishing 
second and third, respectively, were
The New Hampshire Sire Stakes Byr ICK m i l l e r SwDauntzcehy S ya M a o C " T e u
The final weekend of New Hamp- There were two divisions for the 
shire Sire Stakes action at Hinsdale $4,130 two-year-old pace. True Facts 
Raceway opened with a $1,620 event recorded her eighth win in twelve 
for two-year-old trotters. In this one outings with a wire-to-wire jaunt of 
it was Richard Colby’s Cleggan all 2:09 1/5 in the filly division. The 
the way. Ed Gilman reigned the Salluck lass has now earned nearly 
Blitzen filly to victory in the first $10,000 for owner Robert Milkey. 
s tart of her career. Mr. Exeter Little Dotty Mac edged Sawdust 
placed and Snozin Mac was third in Song for place, 
the 2:25 3/5 mile. • * ■ ; *5 The first-quarter battle for the top
eleven
for fourteen this year in the $2,240 
sophomore trot with another of her 
patented wire-to-wire journeys. This 
time Tom McNamara never shifted 
Paul Wood’s Dutchman filly out of 
second gear as they breezed in 2:09. 
Powerful Katinka was second while 
Silver Skates got up to show.
Steve Leblanc gunned Melora 
Vilas to the front with an opening
panel of ! 29 4/5 in the filly division of 
the $4,640 three-year-old pace. A 
final quarter in :30 4/5 was enough 
for the up-and-coming Dutchman 
filly to hold off Skreen (place) and 
Geminis Touch (show) in the 2:05 
1/5 mile. This was the fifth win in 
eleven starts for the Caouette- 
Thompson owned sophomore.
Bill Silk had to wake-up Coral Star 
in the stretch this week with a couple 
of love taps, but the verdict was 
really never in doubt as the superb 
son of Coral Ridge annexed his 
eighth triumph in the sophomore 
colt division with a 2:03 clocking. 
Next best were Atlantic Coast and 
Sawdust Man. , , ,
DIRECT 
INQUIRIES TO: John T. Rippey, General Mgr.
Hwy. 426 P.O. Box
Oviedo, Florida 32765 Phone (305) 365-6773
REFERENCES
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Ash a Winner about J-W Training Center
c T R A l H l H 0
OVIEDO • FLORIDA
THE WINTER HOME OF 
CHAMPION STANDARDBREDS
C en tra l F lorida’s N ew est and Finest T ra in in g  C en ter 
B uilt and O perated by H orsem en
, ^ v
RESERVE SPACE NOW  FOR THE W INTER SEASON
LESS T H A N  1-HOUR TO W ALT DISNEY  WORLD, MAJOR ATTRAC TIO N S A N D
FLORIDA’S FINEST EAST COAST BEACHES
COMPARE OUR FACILITIES! COMPARE OUR RATES!
New barnS'StaHs 10x12 minimum 
Starting gate for schooling 
Daily feed and vet service 
Good schools within 5 minute drive 
15 minutes to Ben White Raceway
Turnout paddocks available 
Blacksmith shops
Spaces for travel trailers and RV parking 
25 minutes to new International Airport 
New grooms quarters fe? track kitchen
Minutes to Central Florida’s finest shopping centers and restaurants
FOXBORO RACEWAY
FALL SCHEDULE
Labor Day, Sept. 6 Post: 1:30 p.m.
Continuing on Thursday, Friday, Saturday with Post: 7:45 
Sunday, Post: 7:30
The Mass Breeders Stakes By MICHAEL S. WEINER
Sharlu Farm s owners, Charlotte 
and Louis Brudnick, were on hand to 
personally greet visiting horsemen, 
several hundred harness racing 
enthusiasts, and invited guests. The 
meet was officiated by presiding 
Judge Allen Tinkham and carefully 
coordinated by Miss B arbara  
Dolloff, the Supervisor of Fairs. The 
date was July 31st.
Guests, Dr. and Dr.
Lucus, and the many fans in at 
tendance rooted for their favorite 
entries and drivers while the 
competition was intense on Sharlu 
Farm s magnificient half-mile track 
Director of Division Affairs, Steve 
Quinn, looked on as over $15,000 
purse money was distributed in the 
midst of a fair ground and festive 
atmosphere with the farm president 
Louis Brudnick, awarding a cash 
bonus for the fastest time of the day.Shobody
Sharlu Farms Fairground Results
1st 2 Yr. Old Colt Pace $2,578, Time: 2:13.2.1. Farbro Monty (American Shadow
— Coalmont G); J. Morril 2. Last of Mick 3. Sharp Lee Max. Owners: Barrie & 
Roger Farrar.
2nd 2 Yr. Old Filly Pace, $2,628, Time: 2:10.4. 1. Nina’s Girl (Lord Tar Heel — 
Buttonwood Nina). J. Morril 2. Likely To Knight 3. Country Mary W 4. D D’s 
Miracle. 5. Joy’s Magic. Owner: Earl F. Gardner.
3rd 2 Yr. Old Filly Pace, $2,578, Time: 2:17. 1. Funny Face T.C. (Bonnie Time 
Boy 7 Sylvan Sunny), F. Raia, 2. L.P. Pomp 3. Sis-A-Reba 4. Crane Hill Italia. 
Owner: Stan Adelstein.
4th 3 Yr. Old Trot, $2,534, Time: 2:11. 4. 1. Bonnie T C (Spencer Esquire — 
Angelica Hanover), F. Raia, 2. Cruiser’s Clipper 3. Naida’s Princess 4. Country 
LU. Owner: Stan Adelstein.
5th 3 Yr. Old Filly Pace $2,606, Time: 2:13.2. 1. Myrtle Turtle (American 
Shadow — Ta Racer), R. Cross. 2. Sweet Whisper 3. Leona’s Wedge 4. Lady Nancy 
B 5. Fuzy’s Li’l Girl 6. Ricky’s Girl. Owner: Maurice Pothier.
6th 3 Yr. Old Colt Pace, $2,606, Time: 2:07.1. Farbro Mike (American Shadow
— Coalmont G), J. Morril, 2. Nehru’s Idol 3. HE Rodney 4. Magic Mirror Mork 5. 
Can’t D Side 6. O’Shadow. Owners: Barrie & Roger Farrar.
7th 3 Yr. Old Colt Pace, $2,606, Time: 2:08.3. 1. Falmouth Knight (Queen’s 
Knight — Farvella Norris), L. MacDonald, 2. TRM Lady’s Vicar 3. O’Brien’s Brat
4. Farbro Doc 5. Roxie’s Best 6. Eric TC. Owners: McGee & Shea.
The New England Sire Stakes
Foxboro Update By ROGER SMITh I
The New England Sire Stakes tour 
moved to the Foxboro oval on 
Thursday, August 19, with the two 
year olds having the spotlight in the 
opener of the four day event. 
Cleggan (Blitzen-Miss Deborah), 
with the respected m aster Ed 
Gilman in the sulky, triumphed over 
th e  f r e s h m a n  t r o t t e r s  f o r  
Newburyport, Mass, owner J.R. 
Colby. Dave Mar sha l l ,  New 
England’s most recent m ember of 
the “ 1000 Club’’ made his stakes 
debut a winning one as he guided 
True Facts (Salluck-Little Truax) to 
the winners circle in 204.3. The 
victory was the pacing fillys ninth 
win of the season for Bob Milkey of 
Granby, Conn.
Friday, August 20 focused on the 
New England Sires Stakes for 
sophomores. Dutch Hill Mac (Dutch- 
man-Lady Namu) continued her 
domination of the three year old 
trotters as she wired thefield for her
PROPOSED MASS. SIRE STAKES
September 23
2 year old trotters $2,500 added 
2 year old colt pace $7,500 added 
2 year old filly pace $7,500 added
September 30
2 year old trotters $2,500 added 
2 year old colt pace $7,500 added 
2 year old filly pace $7,500 added
October 7 — FINALS
2 year old trotters $5,000 added 
2 year old colt and filly pace $20,000 added
twelfth victory of the year, bringing 
her earnings over the $20,000 marl] 
for owner Paul Wood of Vermont.
Farbro Mike, the son of the out 
standing sire, American Shadow 
was expected to be the one to beai 
in the three year old pacing event 
but interference when leaving from 
the second tifer in the thirteen horse 
field, took him out of contention 
Benefitting from the early con­
fusion, trainer-driver Bill Silk wasl 
able to move the Coral Ridge sired, 
Coral Star into the two hole at the 
quarter behind Skreen and Ed 
Gilman. Content to let the others 
scram ble for the lead at the half and 
three quarters, Silk made his 
decisive move at the head of the lane 
and held off a late charging Pete 
Fontaine.Coral Star notched his 
ninth win of the season in 2:02, 
grabbing the winners share of the 
$6980 purse for owner, Francis 
Ingellis of Haydenville, Mass.
RACING AT FOXBORO
September 24
3 year old trotters $5,000 added 
3 year old colt pace $10,000 added 
3 year old filly pace $10,000 added
October 1
3 year old trotters $5,000 added 
3 year old colt pace $10,000 added 
3 year old filly pace $10,000 added
October 8 — FINALS
3 year old trotters $15,000 added 
3 year old colt and filly pace $35,000
added
Top 5 Qualified money winners of each sex to be eligible for the finals. 
Qualifying times and extra standards to be announced.
LA-
New England Sires Stakes Director Rick Miller (center) congratulates brown filly by Blitzen for Newburyport, Mass, owner, J. R. Colby, is the 
driver Ed Gilman in the Foxboro Winners Circle following his winning effort Track Director of Publicity, Roger Smith.
““ ■ “ ' * - - - - -  ................ »*♦»»» V •V/.V,’.'.-a W-1-. V-:--.with Cleggan in the opening event for two-yeaf*old trotters. Holding the
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GENGHIS KHAN SHATTERS WORLD RECORD WITH 1:51.4 EFFORT
O’DONNELL TOPS $4 MILLION MARK AGAIN 
COLUMBUS, Ohio -  Bill “Magic” O’Donnell, the first harness driver to top the 
$4 million mark in single season earnings, has done it again.
Through the first week of August, horses driven by O’Donnell have earned $4,- 
187,684, which surpasses his 1981 record total of $4,065,608.
O’Donnell was the leading driver in purse earnings and races won at The 
Meadowlands, E. Rutherford, N.J. He is now competing each night at Roosevelt 
Raceway in Westbury, N.Y. He is also the driver of the pacer Genghis Khan, who 
set a world race record of 1:51 4/5 for the mile distance last Friday. Hilarion, who 
won this year’s $1 million Meadowlands Pace, is also driven by O’Donnell.
In races won, however, O’Donnell ranks third behind the all-time leader, Herve 
Filion. Filion is on top with 294 victories, followed by Walter Case, Jr., with 283.
1. Herve Filion
2. Walter Case, Jr.
3 William O’Donnell
4 David Magee
5. Doug Brown
6. Reg Gassien
7. Eddie Davis
8. Don Irvine, Jr.
9. John Campbell 
10. Carmine Abbatiello
1. William O’Donnell
2. John Campbell
3. Herve Filion
4. William Haughton
5. Catello Manzi
6. Ron Waples
7. William Gilmour
8. Carmine Abbatiello
9. James Doherty
10. Eldon Hamer
DASHES WON
MONEY WON
294
283
252
234
217
206
204
201
194
189
$4,187,684
3,639,813
2,215,554
1,976,043
1,692,578
1,798,983
1,797,514
1,746,870
1.648.782
1.609.782
New England Sire Stakes Racing Dates
2-year-olds — Stake No. 8
tck Event Date Est. Purse
Scarborough trot Sept. 10 $2,500
Scarborough pace Sept. 10 $6,000
Rochester Fair trot Sept. 16 $2,000
Rochester Fair pace Sept. 16 $4,060
3-year-olds — Stake No 7
tck Event Date Est. Purse
Scarborough trot Sept. 11 $3,480
Scarborough pace Sept. 11 $7,160
Rochester Fair trot Sept. 16 $3,000
Rochester Fair pace Sept. 16 $5,220
NOTICE: PLEASE CONTACT EDITOR 
IMMEDIATELY IF YOU PLAN TO ADVERTISE 
IN NORTHEAST HARNESS TEL. 207-282-9395
S A R G EN T S  RIDING S T A B LE
FOR SALE
HAY-STRAW-OATS HORSES-PONIES-CATTLE
CEDAR FENCE POSTS-ANY LENGTH 
WILL DELIVER
EVERETT SARGENT TEL. ;ffl7£B4-7290 WEST CORINTH, ME 04427
Paul Battis records his 2,000th win at Scarborough Downs on August 27th with 
Copper Ridge in 2:05.3. This was followed by ceremonies in the winner’s circle to 
honor the talented New England horseman.
DON'T DELAY ...
 ^ SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
NORTHEAST h ar n ess  new s
^  (Please Circle Proper Categories)
PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL
Mid-season special will be offered to first time subscribers -  July thru 
December!. Back copies will not be provided at this price.Speeial rate: $3.00.
(Please enclose check  to f a c i l i t a t e  e f f i c iency)
Pr in t  M a i l i ng  Address D A T E : ------------------
NAME
S T R E E T : .
CITY: ST ATE Z IP :
Return to: Jean Emerson,  Edi tor ,  Boom R°ad_,_Sac o ,Maine_04072_
Obituaries
Robert Murray Shapiro passed away Sunday morning, August 22, 1982 at his 
sisters home on Cape Cod following a long illness
Born December 1, 1943, in Baltimore, Maryland Mr. Shapiro, for many years 
had made his home in Sharon, Massachusetts training and driving harness horses 
at nearby Foxboro Raceway as well as Fairmount Park in Illinois, and, Windsor^ 
Raceway in Ontario, Canada. Two of his most prized horses were Sutton Sainmy 
and Chelsea Lad both of which gained sub two minute records. Gone at 38, Robert 
Murray Shapiro.
NORTH YARMOUTH — Alice S. Lowell died here August 8th at the home of her 
daughter Faye Cain following a long illness. She was the widow of Robert Lowell. 
Mrs. Lowell had resided in Gorham for 25 years at the family farm where the 
Lowells had previously kept harness horses.
Over the years horses owned by the Lowells had raced at Rockingham, Foxboro, 
Freehold and Hinsdale in addition to the Maine raceways. Two of the better known 
were The Abbott mare Dodie Grable and Eddy H.
Mrs. Lowell is in addition to her daughter, survived by two sons, Ernest S. 
Lowell, the blacksmith, and Bob of Gorham. Her daughter, Faye, and her husband 
Robert Cain co-own the pacer Mastermind.
Horsemen wishing to donate in memorium may do so to the American Cancer 
Society, P.O. Box 456, Federal St., Brunswick, Maine 04011.
HORSES FOR SALE
WAVING SKIPPER (Ann’s Skipwave-Judge’s Sister)
Now Racing At Scarborough. Good 
Potential. Time: 2:04.3 In Kentucky
In 1981. Price: $1500.
BARON’S BRAT (Baron Hanover-MaryJoHal)
Race At The Meadowlands In 1980 In 
1:59. Good Stud For Small Breeding
^Farm. Price: $1500.
ROSANN G. (Fred Car Lith- Ginger G.)
Raced Foxboro and Scarborough In
$2,500 Claiming Races. Price: $2000
All Horses Trained By Frank and Charles Smith, Saco, Me, 
Owner: Joyce Cavossa, 112 Beach St. Foxboro, Mass. 02035 
Tel. 617-543-5602 or 617-543-8144
LAVISH ACRES - GREENE, MAINE
Turn-outs and Boarders 
Individual Care at $5.00 Per Day 
Call: 207-946-5388
BROOD MARES FOR SALE
PEACHY KEENE (Cedarcrest Duke-Arch’sjean) 
In Foal to Watchful
HURRICANE JEAN (Watchful-Steady Jean) 
In Foal to Mr. Suffolk
0  SHA NU (Bye Bye Sam-Lady Vermont)
In Foal to Watchful
Loring Norton - 613 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Me. 
___________  Tel. 207-797-4418______________
FOR SALE
Tack Business at Foxboro Raceway
With Inventory and 30’ Trailer 
Call For Further Details 
Also
Six Horse Truck Body 8’xl8’
Side Loading — Aluminum —
Factory Made — In Good Condition 
Price $1000
Merle Hodgkins__________________ 617-543-2381
MAINE HARNESS HORSEMEN’S ASSOCIATION 
Picnic and Summer Meeting 
September 12 - 3:00 P.M. - Lost Valley, Auburn, Me. 
For Members and Tbeir Families
WINTER TRAINING
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PINE TREE SALES CO.
1982
Sales Dates
Pine Tree Sales 
at Cumberland
Saturday, September 25, 1982 
12 NOON
Features Yearlings, Brood Mares €r Weanlings
Saturday, November 6, 1982 
11:00 A.NI.
MIXED SALE
December 11, 1982 
11:00 A .M . 
MIXED SALE
Little River Farm — Pinehurst, North Carolina
$18 Per Day Contact: Gordon Corey 
C/O Remington, RFD No. 1, Cumberland, Me. 04021 
207-829-5277
,M J ;
All Sales held at Cumberland 
Raceway
Clayton Sm ith, M gr. Harold Ralph, Pres.
207 - 846-5649  207 - 946-5514
Don’t Miss The Seasons Most 
Exciting Harness Racing Action
At
♦ ★  ★ •SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
On Sunday, September 5,1:30 Post
THE $15,000 PRESIDENTS PACE
In anticipation of another new record at Scarborough Downs in the Presidents Pace, this will serve as a pleasant reminder of the 1:58.4 mile
established by My Bill Forwood in 1981. Promises To Be A Record Breaking Event!
Maine’s most important harness 
racing event, the Fourth-Annual 
Presidents Pace, will be the feature- 
attraction at Scarborough Downs on 
Sunday afternoon, September 5th. 
This years prestigious event will be 
the richest-harness-racing event in 
the State, with an added-purse of 
$15,000.
Topping the entries will be the 
defending champion, and current 
Track-Recordholder at the Downs, 
Dr. Alroy Chow’s My Bill Forwood. 
The swift son of Isle of Wight 
demolished the Track Record in last 
years Presidents Pace, stopping the 
Teletimer in 1:58.4, a full-second 
lower than the former standard of 
1:59.4. The current season has been 
another banner year for “ My Bill,” 
who has already banked over 
$90,000, while meeting the finest 
pacers in the nation during the 
summer-campaign. He now sports a 
lifetime win-mark of 1:56, taken at 
The Meadowlands in early August,
with lifetime-earnings in excess of 
$350,000.
Other definite starters to date 
include Paul P erry’s Big Hugh, the 
winner of the Mid Summer Classic 
at the Downs, who has paced the 1982 
seasons fastest-miles, with wins in 
1:59.3 and 2:00.1 over Scarborough’s 
half-mile oval, and The Andover 
Story, John March’s swift son of 
Honest Story, who cut all the early 
fractions in the Mid Summ er 
Classic, and will long be rem em ­
bered as the first “ sub-2:00-Minute 
Winner at the Downs with a 1:59.4 
score in the 1981 Dirigo Pace.
Billy Faucher, for years one of the 
top drivers in the New England- 
area, has accepted an invitation, 
and expects to arrive with Sure 
Show, one of the finest pacers at The 
Meadowlands. Sure Show boasts of 
many miles around the 1:55 level, 
and has been as fast as 1:53 at peak 
moments.
The rest of the field is wide open at
this time, with a list of over 20- 
horses being considered by Race 
Secretary Elliot Tracy. That listing 
includes the likes of Full Respect 
from the Fernad Paquet Stable in 
New Jersey, Columbo Seelster, a 
fast M aritimes-area pacer, Cheviot, 
our former Track- Record-holder, 
Fortune Jessie, a 1:57 son of 
Albatross, Jolly Crickett, already a 
winner in 1:57 over a half-mile oval 
this season, Heodown Hanover, one 
of the most respected Invitational 
Pacers in New England, Charmax, 
the top entry from the Bert Beck- 
w ith-barn, Cambro Time, the 
MacNamara-Stables top pacer, and 
Pereqrine N., a swift member of the 
Milt Downey Stable in St. John, New 
Brunswick.
Meanwhile calls have gone out to 
the Billy Haughton and Teddy Wing 
Stables, contacts have been made 
with former Maine native Del 
Richards at Vernon Downs, and 
Jack Bailey at the same oval. Billy 
O’Donnell is searching the New
Plus Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 6 
Post 1:30 P.M.
i
i
Sat.-Sept. 11
Remaining Racing Schedule
Sun.-Sept. 12 Fri.-Sept. 17
By LLOYD F. JOHNSON
York-area for something to go with 
My Bill Forwood, and we are still in 
hopes of getting former Presidents 
Pace winner Jetlite back to Maine 
one more time. All in all, it promises 
to be the very finest field of pacers 
ever to assemble behind a starting 
gate here in Maine next weekend, 
when we present to you, the most 
prestigious harness racing event 
ever to be held in the Pine Tree 
State, with the richest Purse ever 
offered, $15,000. Add to that the 
possibility of a mile in “ 1:57,” and it 
has the promise of a day to be long 
remembered for our loyal fans.
As the long 1982-season comes to a 
close, the exciting schedule picks up 
steam, with future events including 
the rich New England Sires Stakes 
events, the Second-Annual Maine 
Breeder’s Association Yearling Sale 
(September 11th), and the Thir^- 
Annual New England Pace, which is 
tentatively slated for closing night, 
September 25th.
Fri.-Sept. 10 Sat.-Sept. 18 Sun.-Sept. 19
